ANNUAL MARCH MEET

10.00-10.30   ARRIVAL & COFFEE

10.30-10.45   WELCOME AND ANNUAL REVIEW AND UPDATES FROM THE COMMITTEE

10.45-11.30   VOCABULARY LEARNING IN A RUSSIAN CLASSROOM
Mr Jon Drury, Head of Russian, Sevenoaks School
NEW! Followed by a group discussion “How do pupils best learn vocabulary?”

11:30-12:00   THE TEACHING AND ACQUISITION OF LANGUAGES AMONG THE
MULTILINGUAL RUSSIAN NOBILITY IN THE 18TH AND 19TH CENTURIES
Jessica Tipton St Paul’s Girls School

12:00-12:30   RUSSIAN IN SCOTLAND
Jenny Carr

12:30-13:00   BEYOND THE TEXTBOOK. TEACHING RUSSIAN ON-LINE.
Anna Melnikova, on-line private language tutor

13:00-13:10   AGM OF THE RUSSIAN TEACHERS’ GROUP

13.10-14.00   NEW! LUNCH AND NETWORKING
Jon Drury, Anna Melnikova, Katya Solovyova, Goutta Smetkov (AND OTHER EXPERIENCED PRACTITIONERS) AVAILABLE FOR
DISCUSSIONS AND SHARING GOOD PRACTICE THROUGHOUT LUNCH ON
THE FOLLOWING TOPICS:
Tips for teaching on-line;
Tips and ideas on teaching Grammar to beginners;
Addressing the issues of the new specifications for A-level and GCSE in Russian;
Tips on attracting and retaining pupils;

14.00-14.30   DIFFERENTIATING AND LANGUAGE GAMES IN RUSSIAN: IDEAS AND TIPS
Katya Solovyova

14.30-15:00   TASTER RESOURCES FOR RUSSIAN
Jon Drury

15.00-16.00   NEW! HANDS-ON WORKSHOP IN CREATING IT RESOURCES FOR YOUR
LESSONS
Lead by Katya Solovyova

16:00   CLOSE

16.15   INFORMAL DRINKS AT THE GOAT TAVERN
You can pay for the above conference via our website www.thertg.co.uk/events for a cost of £35 (Paypal, which accepts all major credit/debit cards).

Whether you intend to attend or not, we at the RTG (a not-for-profit organisation) would greatly appreciate your circulating this to friends and colleagues who are interested in Russian Pedagogy. Many thanks.